GORGEOUS GRAMMAR
FOR KS2

And
PERFECT PUNCTUATION

VERBS 1

(year 3, 4, 5 and 6)

1 A verb is the most important word
in any sentence. The verb is the
doing word, the action word. It is
the word which tells us what happens,
what is happening, what will happen,
what has happened, what happened, and
so on. The English language is very
rich in verbs. Try to choose verbs that
really bring your sentences to life.
Task 1
Think of some really exciting verbs to complete these sentences.
Your teacher may award points for the most imaginative sentences.
1. Our cat .......... with the mouse for a while, then he suddenly .......... on it.
2. Archie .......... onto the dance floor and .......... at the nearest pretty girl.
3. “Someone has .......... the Kooh-i-Noor Diamond!” .......... Joe.
4. Tarzan was so hungry he .......... a whole wild pig by himself.
5. What a boy you are! You’re dad will definitely .......... you when we get home.

Task 2
In these sentences replace the worn-out, over-used, dull, boring verbs with ones
that are more exciting and evocative. (evocative means conjures up a picture).
1. Amy ran towards the finish line and burst through the tape.
2. Juliet said, “Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou Romeo?”
3. Ben went under the patio to look for the lost puppy.
4. Broccoli is something I really don’t like.
5. The librarian put the books on the shelf in alphabetical order.

2 All verbs have different tenses. We use them to refer to the past, the
present or the future. For example: we studied grammar yesterday – we
are studying grammar now – we will study grammar tomorrow. We don’t
have to learn the tenses; we pick them up naturally as we grow up. But
foreign students learning English mix them up – and we mix up theirs
when we’re learning their language!
Task 3
Here are some sentences written by people learning English. Can you spot where
they’ve used the wrong tense, and replace the verbs with the correct tense?
1. Yesterday I have the chance to eat haggis. It was delicious!
2. On warm days we like to sit and ate ice-cream on Tankerton Slopes.
3. We’re going to the shopping centre where we buy new trainers.
4. I would have done it if you would have told me sooner. (This one is tricky.)
5. I learn English for two years now. (So is this one!)

3 There are two kinds of English verbs: regular and irregular. Most verbs are
regular, and we make them by adding –ed. For example, play, played, played. But
quite a few are irregular. For example, go, went, gone. We pick them up naturally,
but foreigners have a real challenge learning them.
Task 4 - Complete the table
Present tense

play
arrived
go
buy
run
eat
laugh
think
drink

Past tense

played
arrived
went
bought
.............
ate
.............
thought
............

Perfect tense

(have)
(have)
(have)
(have)
(have)
(have)
(have)
(have)
(have)

played
............
gone
............
run
eaten
............
...........
...........

4 Active Voice and Passive Voice

(year 6)

Consider these two reports about the same football match.
1 They played the semi-final of the Cup at Anfield last night. Howard Webb refereed the match.
Liverpool scored a sensational goal in the first minute. Someone brought down Sturridge in the
penalty area. Steven Gerrard took the penalty. He calmly slotted it home. Arsenal went on the
counter attack. Ramsey scored on half time. Liverpool dominated the second half but the Reds
couldn’t find a way past the massed Arsenal defence. In the dying seconds, Liverpool grabbed
the winner. Gerrard drove home a 30-yard free-kick to put Liverpool in the final which they will
play at Wembley on May 15th.
2 The semi-final of the Cup was played at Anfield last night. The match was refereed by
Howard Webb. Liverpool scored a sensational goal in the first minute. Sturridge was brought
down in the penalty area. The penalty was taken by Steven Gerrard who calmly slotted it home.
Arsenal went on the counter attack, Ramsey scoring on half time. The second half was
dominated by the Reds who couldn’t find a way past the massed Arsenal defence until the dying
seconds when Liverpool grabbed the winner. A 30-yard free-kick was driven home by Gerrard to
put Liverpool in the final which will be played at Wembley on May 15th.

You probably found the second report more natural to read because it contain a
mixture of active and passive sentences. A sentence is written in active voice when
the subject of the sentence performs the action in the sentence: Steven Gerrard took the
penalty. A sentence is written in passive voice when the subject of the sentence has
an action done to it by someone or something else: The penalty was taken by Steven
Gerrard.
Task 4 - Answer these active voice questions in the passive voice.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Where did they hold the Olympics in 2012?
Which country won most Olympic medals?
In what country will they hold the next FIFA World Cup?
Who teaches your class Maths?
What singer has sold the most Gold music albums?
What do they make pasta from?
Where might they build a new airport in east Kent?
When will pupils take the next SATS tests?
Who wrote your favourite novel?
Who answered most of these questions correctly?

TENSES - CONSISTENT USE OF TENSES

(year 3, 4, 5 and 6)

When young people begin to write stories, they
sometimes forget to tell the story in the same tense all
the way through the story. In other words, they do no
consistently use the same tense. They switch from the
past tense to the present tense and they sometimes
throw in the future tense for good measure. When you
are writing a story, it is sometimes easy to forget that
you must keep the tense consistent throughout the story
– unless, of course, you are deliberately changing tenses
to produce a dramatic effect.
1

Here are 10 sentences. Use the verb in brackets to complete the sentence.
1. Jack ……… to watch Arsenal at every home game. (go)
2. Last weekend, Jack ………… to watch Chelsea instead. (go)
3. Tara ……... most of her clothes at Primark. (buy)
4. Next weekend, Tara …….. ……... them from Marks & Spencers. (buy)
5. Last summer we ………….. four weeks in Italy. (spend)
6. Next summer, we ……. …….. four weeks in Scotland. (spend)
7. I …….. …………. my homework already. Have you? (finish)
8. I …….. …………. my homework before I watch Eastenders. (finish)
9. Year 5 ……. …….. …….. on a trip next Tuesday. (go)
10. Year 6 ………. on that trip last Wednesday. (go)

2

These sentences each have an underlined error.
Can you spot the error and correct it?
(a) Yesterday, Tom has the chance to play for his local team.
(b) It’s warm today but not as warm as it was tomorrow.
(c) The doorbell rang while I am eating my pudding.
(d) Did anyone finish the assignment yet?
(e) There are lots of rabbits in that field before the farmer shot them.
(f) If I will have enough money, I’m definitely going to buy it.
(g) That baker’s made great cream cakes. Let’s go and buy a couple.

3. Here’s a story from a Year 4 class.
Unfortunately, some of the tenses have got mixed up.
Please correct the tenses.
Yesterday the children were sitting comfortably in a circle around Miss Dawson. “Now,
children,” she said, “I’m going to ask you about the different noises animals made. For example,
what noise does a cow made?”
Little Mary’s hand shoot up. “Miss, Miss,” she called out. “A cow went ‘moo moo’.
“Yes, Mary, that’s right, but I was happier if you wait until I ask you to answer a
question. That’s the rule in this class, as you know.”
Miss Dawson then said, “Now, children, what noise do sheep make?”
This time, every hand in the circle – except Morgan’s – shooted up.
“I think I ask Tom this time.”
Tom smiled and said, “A sheep goes ‘Bah Bah’, especially if it’s a black sheep.”
Everyone smiled at Tom’s little joke.
“Now, children, one more question. And if you gets this one correct, we sang ‘Old
Macdonald Had a Farm’. I know you loved that song.”
The children listened in absolute silence.
“So, children, what noise does a… mouse make?”
Miss Dawson looks round the group and decided to give Morgan a chance.
“Now, Morgan,” she smiled. “What kind of noise did a mouse make?”
For a moment Morgan looked puzzled. Then he smiled and said: “I know
the answer to that question. A mouse goes… click!”
A Reminder

Are the following sentences statements - commands or questions?
A convict escaped from prison by digging a long tunnel.
Finally, he emerged from a hole in the middle of a school playground.
He saw a little girl.
“Come here, you!”
The little girl skipped over to the convict.
“Where am I?”
“You’re in the middle of Newton.”
“Then I’m free! I’m free! God almighty, free at last!”
“So what? You might be free, but I’m four. So just you shut up!”

NOUNS 1 - COMMON AND PROPER NOUNS(year 3, 4, 5 and 6)
A noun is a word which gives the name of a person, place or thing. Nouns are often
known as 'naming' words. There are four kinds of nouns that we must know about.
We will start with common nouns and proper nouns.
A common noun is a noun which is not the name of any particular person, place or
thing, e.g. dog, cup, curtain. We can usually point at something with the name of a
common noun – if we can see it, of course! A common noun does not usually begin
with a capital letter – unless, of course, it is the first word in a sentence.
1. Organise a quick game of I-Spy so that you can have practice guessing things
in the room. Teacher gets first go!
2. Name the common nouns in these sentences. Be careful not to name any
nouns that are not common nouns – and there will be lots of them.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

On Sunday I enjoy a boiled egg with my breakfast.
Both Bill and Ben scored two goals each.
Suzie bought a lovely pink blouse at Primark.
The seagulls at Island Wall often make a terrible racket.
WJS is situated near the library in Oxford Street.
Cats, in my opinion, are more independent than dogs.

You noticed that quite a few of the nouns in these sentences begin with a capital
letter. (Remember we are not talking about the first words in each sentence because
they will have a capital letter regardless of what kind of word they are.) That’s because
these nouns are what we call proper nouns.
A proper noun is a noun that names a particular person, place or thing, e.g. David,
Edinburgh. Atlantic Ocean, Wednesday. Go back and name the proper nouns in the
sentences at 2.
1. Organise a quick game of Hangman where you have to guess the name of a
very famous person.

2. Here is a quiz. All you have to do is complete the blank spaces with proper
nouns.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

……. …… is a member of the group called One ……… .
The ……. Games of 2012 were held in …… .
Luis …… plays for ……… Football …. .
The ….. …… novels were written by JK ……. .
Mr. …… wrote …. …. A …. for W.. .
……. Castle stands in the north east of …….. .

In the following story, identify the common nouns and the proper nouns.
Ignore any other nouns (for the moment).
The Terrible Tale of Pirate Pete
Pirate Pete was born in Dover. He
became a pirate when he was only a
thirteen-year-old lad. He sailed on many
ships – his most famous ship was the
Revenge. He fought in many battles.
He had many adventures. He loved
the life. Unfortunately he was not
always lucky.
Pirate Pete had his left leg blown
off by a canon ball during a battle off
the coast of Malta in the Mediterranean
Sea, so he was sometimes called Peg-Leg
Pete.
Pete had his right hand chopped
off during a sword fight at a pub called
the Sailor’s Arms in Folkestone. That is why he has a hook for a hand.
Of course you will be wondering why Pirate Pete wears an eye-patch
over his left eye. Did he lose his eye in a sea-battle or a sword-fight? No,
he did not.

One day Pete got a terrible itch in his left eye. For a moment he
forgot about his hook and tried to scratch the itch with his fingers.
This was not a good idea!

NOUNS 1- ABSTRACT AND COLLECTIVE NOUNS (year 6)
An abstract noun is a noun referring to something
which cannot be experienced with any of the five
senses, such as an idea, thought or emotion, e.g.
happiness, love, courage, boredom.
1. Pick out the abstract nouns in these
sentences. Ignore common and proper nouns.
The number in brackets tells you how many
there are.
a) There was great excitement when
Arsenal scored the first goal. (1)
b) Sometimes it takes bravery to tell the truth. (2)
c) After the marathon, I collapsed with exhaustion. (1)
d) At WJS we realise the importance of a good education. (2)
e) Take pride in your achievements! (2)
f) Childhood should be the happiest time of your life. (3)
g) Have a little patience. We’ll get there soon. (1)
2. Can you think of a suitable abstract noun for each of the blank spaces?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Romeo and Juliet fell head-over-heels in ......................... .
This test shows you are above average .............................. .
I haven’t the faintest ..................... what you’re talking about.
“We don’t need no .........................,” sing Pink Floyd.
It would be wonderful if everyone in the world lived in .......................... .
I hope you’re not having too much .......................... with abstract nouns.
This is a wonderful .......................... for you. Don’t miss it.
The doctor gave me some very good .................... about my health.
Susan’s ............................. has really increased in the last six months.

A collective noun is a noun referring to a group or collection of people, creatures
or things, e.g. a crowd of people, a flock of sheep, a bunch of bananas.
Some collective nouns can be pretty weird and wonderful. Here are some examples:






a school of dolphins
a troop of monkeys
a coven of witches
a bed of oysters
a plague of locusts

Don’t worry!
You don’t have to memorise any of these, but you do have to identify a collective
noun when it is used in a sentence. They will not give you any of the weird and
wonderful ones.
Identify the collective nouns in these sentences. Ignore the others.
(a) The whole team was excited to win the trophy.
(b) There’s a family of snakes amongst those rocks.
(c) A gaggle of geese waddled across the farmyard.
(d) Peter joined the pirate crew when he was only thirteen.
(e) Elliot was thrilled to join the cathedral choir at Canterbury.
In the following sentences, label each of the underlined nouns as:
CL (common) - PR (proper) - AB (abstract) or CL (collective)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The party of tourists were delighted to visit the Tower of London.
Excitement filled the stadium as the teams ran onto the pitch.
Private Ryan won the Victoria Cross for courage under fire.
The sky was filled with a company of angels led by Gabriel.
Pass me that ream of paper, please, Leo.

ADJECTIVES 1 (year 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Adjectives are words that we use
to describe people, places, things.
Think of adjectives as ‘describing
words’.
Look out of the window.
How many words can you think
of to describe the weather today?
Task 1
Complete these sentences by suggesting a suitable adjective for each blank
space. Your teacher may award a point for each suitable adjective you can
suggest.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The ............ cat sat on the ............ mat and licked his ..............
whiskers.
The ............ baby is absolutely ............!
I can’t eat that pudding. It’s ............ and .............. You eat it!
.............. tigers prowled through the ............ jungle in search of
............. prey.
Although the questions were quite ............., I think I answered
most of them correctly.
Look! I think I can see the .............., .............. road.
Neil chose some ............... chips and .............. peas for dinner.
Many people think that Year 6 are ............... and ....................
I felt so ................... when I made such a ................... mistake.
By Friday afternoon, our teacher felt .................... but ..............!

ADJECTIVES 2

(year 3, 4, 5 and 6)

Task 2
In teams of 2 or 3, how many adjectives can you think of to describe these pictures?
You have 5 minutes to write them down.

1

2

ADJECTIVES 3 (year 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Task 3
Can you find all of the adjectives in this story?

George is a very intelligent, eight-year-old
boy with big, forget-me-not blue eyes and
curly blond hair. One morning he marched
up to his mother who was busy in the
kitchen making some delicious cup cakes.
“Mummy, it’s a lovely day. May I go and play in the park?”
George’s mother looked down at him. She noticed his jeans were torn, his
t-shirt needed a wash, and his left trainer was missing a lace.
“George,” she told him, “You are not going out to play with those grubby
old things.
George looked up at her, thought for a moment and said, “Don’t be silly,
mummy. I’m not going out to play with any grubby old things. I’m just
going out to play with my friends who live across the road.”
Task 4
For each of the following, write one sentence that
really shows you know how to use these adjectives.
They are rather ‘flash’ – sophisticated!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

repulsive
colossal
deranged
affable
fabulous

ADVERBS 1

(year 3, 4, 5 and 6)

1 Adverbs are words that we use to describe other
words. They can be used to describe verbs,
adjectives, and even other adverbs. For the
moment, we are going to study how adverbs are
used to tell us something more about verbs. Most
adverbs finish with –ly (quickly, carefully, gently,
cautiously), but there are few that don’t. Think of
an adverb as a word that adds something to a
verb. These are called adverbs of manner.

Task 1
Answer these questions by choosing one of the adverbs in brackets.
1. How well does Susan play the piano? (very well, badly, quite well)
2. How is the kitten purring? (quietly, softly, gently, loudly)
3. How did you do your homework? (carefully, reluctantly, carelessly)
4. How did Joe take the penalty? (expertly, superbly, eagerly)
5. How does Milly ride her bike? (really well, rather fast, extremely
fast)

You probably noticed that we often use the adverbs very, rather and quite
to modify (say something about) other adverbs.
Can you spot the other two adverbs that are used in one of the sentences
above to modify another adverb?

Task 2
Choose any 5 of the adverbs of manner below and write 5 exciting
sentences to show how well you can use them.

2 Adverbs of frequency are very popular. They tell us how frequent, how
often something is done. Amongst the most popular adverbs of frequency
are: always, usually, sometimes, never, often, rarely, seldom,
frequently, every (day, week, month).
Task 2

(year 5 and 6)

Use an adverb of frequency to answer each question honestly!
1. How often do you pick your nose in class?
2. How often do you argue with your mum?
3. How often do you sing in the bath or shower?
4. How often do you tell fibs?
5. How often do you copy a friend’s homework?
6. How often do you wish you were mega rich?
7. How often do you daydream in class?
8. How often do you listen to One Direction?
9. How often do you leave your homework to the last minute?
10. How often do you wish you were a member of the opposite sex?

3 Adverbs of time describe when something happens. Here are some of
the ones we often use: recently, finally, eventually, today, yesterday,
tomorrow, now, soon, then, just, later, first, last, after, already, during.

Task 3
Choose an adverb of frequency to complete each of these sentences.
1. Do it today or you will have to do it ……….?
2. It took us 24 hours but we ……….. got there.
3. “When are we gonna get there?” - “………..”
4. Sam finished the race first; her sister finished ………... .
5. Stop nagging. I’ve ……… tidied my room up.
6. Andy left school early; Josh got home a little ………… .
7. I’m sorry you’ve missed the headteacher. She’s ……… just left the building.
8. There’s been a lot of rain ………… . Even the ducks are fed up of it.
9. Don’t let the children play in the park ………… dark.
10. Year 6 ………… understood adverbs – or so they claimed.

THE GREAT ADVERB SEARCH
How many adverbs can you find in this story?
Tom and Sally Jones had just put little Tommy to bed when suddenly they heard him
crying hysterically. They rushed anxiously into the bedroom where they found fiveyear-old Tommy sitting up in bed. Tears were flowing down his cheeks. This was
unusual because Tommy seldom cried.
Tommy had accidentally swallowed a 5p piece and was sure he was going to die
immediately. It wasn’t really serious because the 5p had gone all the way down, but no
amount of explaining could change Tommy’s mind.
To calm him down, Tom palmed a 5p piece from his pocket and pretended to
find it behind his son’s ear.
Before he could stop him, the little lad grabbed the 5p from his dad’s hand,
immediately swallowed it, and demanded cheerfully: “Do it again, Dad!”
Unfortunately for Tommy, all his dad had left in his pocket was a 50p piece!
Hint! There are 10 adverbs.

SUBORDINATING CLAUSES AND CONJUNCTIONS 1
(year 3, 4, 5 and 6)

Let’s start by looking at this
sentence:
Although the weather
wasn’t great, we went on a
picnic to the park where we
had a wonderful time.
1. What part of the sentence
can stand on its own and
make sense?
That part is the main
clause. A main clause can
stand on its own and make
sense.
2. What two parts of the sentence cannot stand on their own? They might make
sense but you have the feeling that something is missing.
These are called subordinating clauses.
3. They are called subordinating clauses because they are under the orders of
the main clause. Think of the main clause as the general of the sentence. Think
of the subordinating clauses as the troops under the general’s orders.
4. What kind of words can introduce a subordinating clause?
These words are used to join the subordinating clause to the main clause.
5. Subordinating clauses can come before or after the main clause. They must
be introduced (started) by a conjunction, and they must contain a complete
verb of their own.

1.

Identify the subordinating clauses in these sentences.

1.

Since we didn’t have much money, we walked all the way to Canterbury, which
took us about an hour.
We went for a stroll round the town after we’d finished dinner.
Whenever Sally visits somewhere new, she always buys a fridge magnet.
If we hadn’t wasted so much time, we’d have caught the train and arrived in
London before midnight.
The vampire was stuck indoors until darkness fell and he could go out safely.
Unless you follow the instructions, you won’t be able to do it.
Here’s the book I told you about. (What’s the missing conjunction?)
The children who were playing on the beach got very excited when they saw
two dolphins leaping in and out of the water.
I don’t know whether you can do it or not. Let’s ask that policeman over there.
Bobby screamed when he saw a six-foot snake slithering through the grass that
lined the bank of the river.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Remember!

A subordinate clause—also called a
dependent clause—will begin with a
subordinate conjunction or a relative
pronoun (well come back to this) and will
contain both a subject and a verb. This
combination of words will not form a
complete sentence. It will instead make a
reader want additional information to finish the thought.
Here is a list of subordinate conjunctions:
after

although

even though
rather than

if

as

because

before

in order that

provided that

since

than that

so that

even if
though

unless

until

when

whenever

where

whereas
wherever
whether
while
why
2.
Use your imagination to complete the sentences using either
main clauses or subordinating clauses.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Amy refused to eat the tuna salad after her little brother……………………
As soon as Molly Muffet saw the spider, she………………………………..
Until my dad has his first cup of coffee in the morning, ……………………
You won’t be going anywhere until you …………………………………….
Humpty Dumpty, who……………………………, never …………………
Eva decided to bury her gerbil at the bottom of the garden because ………..
Whenever we have that teacher, who……………………, most of the children
think that ……………………………..
Lewis gasped when he opened the door and saw that ……………………….
Many of the children cried when Santa Clause……………………………….
I think I understand subordinating clauses now that ………………………...

8.
9.
10.

Warning!
People sometimes confuse subordinating conjunctions with connecting adverbs.
Conjunctions glue clauses together to make one sentence. Connecting adverbs do not
join sentences together. The sentences stay separate but they slow together better.
In fact, don’t think of these adverbs as connectors. Think of them as openers for
new sentences. Here are some examples.
o
o
o
o
o

Eva waited patiently for the bus. Eventually, three arrived at the same time.
You haven’t done very well. In other words, you’ve failed miserably.
You have killed the dragon. Therefore, I shall report you to the RSPCA.
There’s some things you need to know. Firstly, you’re fired!
You’re just a kitchen girl. Nevertheless, you shall go to the ball!

Here are a few more you might like to use:
However, On the other hand,

Besides,

Meanwhile,

Anyway,

After all, For example,
Just then,
3.

Later,

As a result,

In addition,

Consequently,

In conclusion,

Relative pronouns

A subordinate clause can begin with a relative pronoun.
You use these all the time so don’t worry about them.
Here are some of them:
who

whose

whom

which

that

And here are some examples:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The person who phoned me last night is my cousin.
The mobile phone (that)(which) I use is getting a bit old.
The student whose phone just rang should stand up.
I don’t know to whom this pen belongs.
Nick gave his burger to a dog who was sniffing around the table.
Nick gave his burger to his dog, Buster, who was sniffing around the table.
Mr. Murphy, who is a teacher, was born in Ireland.
The aeroplane, which overshot the runway, came safely to a standstill.
Adam copied the answers, which someone had written on the desk,
and got 10 out of 100.
Andy Murray, whom I admire a lot, won an Olympic gold medal.

You probably noticed that in the first 5 examples, commas were not used to separate
the subordinate (relative) clause from the main clause. That is because the information
given in the clause is essential to understanding what’s being said.
On the other hand, in the second 5 examples, the information is non-essential , so we
can safely separate the subordinate clause from the main clause.

PREFIX AND SUFFIX 1

(year 3, 4, 5 and 6)

Complete these sentences by adding a prefix to the underlined word.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I agree with Adam but I ........ with Eve.
That puppy is obedient; that one is very ........... .
I like apples but I ....... bananas.
The referee allowed the first penalty but he .......... the second.
The magician made the rabbit appear and then ......... .

You probably found that activity very easy because we add prefixes all the
time without evening thinking about it. Do the same with the next set of
sentences but you will need a different prefix every time.
1.
2.
3.
4.

It’s legal to borrow the car but it’s ..legal to steal it.
Dan is a responsible student; Alex can be a bit ..responsible.
Doing the right thing makes me happy not ..happy.
Do you believe there’s a Loch Ness monster?
Frankly, I ..believe it.
5. You say it possible. I say it’s ..possible.
Prefix
A prefix is a group of letters placed before the root of a word. For example,
the word unhappy consists of the prefix un- [which means ‘not’] combined
with the root (stem) word happy to make the word unhappy.
Find a word that begins with a prefix that you can use to fill each blank
space.
1. After we ascend the mountain, we will have to ....... it before nightfall.
2. The lovely flower is rather ....... . I’ve never seen one lit it before.

3. The mole appeared, disappeared and then .................... under a bush.
4. Sally enjoys reading both fiction and .......... .
5. The doctor told me to inhale and then to ...... .
6. I’m sorry, but I’m going to have to .......... this time.
7. Dr. Who is one of my favourite TV .......... .
8. Has anyone seen my keys? I’ve ....... them again.
9. When the bomb went off, we heard a huge ......... .
10 That’s not logical. In fact, it’s completely ......... .
Suffix
A suffix is a group of letters placed after the root of a word. For example,
we can add the suffix -ful to the word to make the word helpful. We could
also add the suffix –less to get the word helpless.
Add a suffix to the word in italics to fill in the blanks.
1. Sit in that armchair. You’ll find it is very comfort…. .
2. We must fight on. The situation is not hope… .
3. Dan is tall.. than Joe, but Adam is the tall… of the three of them.
4. That story is hard to believe. In fact, it’s incred…. !
5. Sally thanked her friend for their kind…. and helpful…. .
6. Swimm… is one of my favourite activities.
7. They say that laugh… is the best medicine.
8. The children were lost in the wilder…. for three days.
9. We all had to laugh because the situation was so comic.. .
10 We’ll take that radio on the picnic. It’s not heavy, it’s port…. .

PUNCTUATION 1 (year 3, 4, 5 and 6)
Punctuation may not seem
very exciting but in fact it is
the most important part of
any writing. No matter how
good your writing is, no one
will enjoy reading it if it is
not properly punctuated. It
is the same for you. You go
into the library. You pick up
a book. It looks exciting. You start reading it. You realise lots of the
punctuation is wrong or missing. You will soon put the book back and
forget about it. Nobody wants to have a great struggle trying to understand
what the writer is trying to say. Let’s start by looking at basic punctuation.
1 Basic punctuation - full stops
There are three ways, and only three ways to bring a sentence to an end. These are the
full stop, the question mark, and the exclamation mark. Of course you already
know about these, but knowing isn’t enough. You’ve got to use them consistently.

Task 1 Complete each of these sentences with . ? or !
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Excuse me, do you know what time it is
Stop or I'll open fire
I enjoy learning English
Get down from that tree
Exactly what did he tell you
Come here at once
We have P.E. twice a week
What miserable weather
Did you make that mess
Clear it up now

10

The train will depart in ten minutes from Platform 3

Task 2 You know, of course, that if there is another sentence following an end stop,
the new sentence must begin with a capital letter. Now punctuate these sentences
correctly.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which junior school do you attend i attend WJS in Oxford Street
Stop that immediately you could hurt someone
Amy doesn’t understand the question neither do I
Come here sit down stop talking
What’s the time, please it’s about 5 o’clock, I think

Task 3
This student has forgotten to use a full stop, or an
exclamation mark, or a question mark to end some
sentences in her story. Can you find where the missing
‘end stops’ should be a put them back? And don’t forget
to start each new sentence with a capital letter!

Mrs. Smith took her three-year-old daughter, Eva,
by the hand together they stepped into the church
which was built in 1492. This was the first time
Eva had been inside a church her forget-me-not
blue eyes opened wide.
“Mummy,” whispered Eva, “who lives in this lovely house?”
“This is God’s house,” said Eva’s mum she squeezed the little girl’s hand and
said, “God is the Father Jesus is his son. It’s Christmas we’re here to help celebrate
the birthday of the Baby Jesus.”
At that moment some choir boys and choir girls stood up they were holding
their hymn books they were ready to sing ‘Away in a Manger’.
Suddenly a little voice was heard it was singing very loudly. This was Suzie at
the top of her voice she was singing: “Happy birthday to you! Happy birthday to you!
Happy birthday, dear Jesus, happy birthday to you!”
A full stop ends a sentence or a statement.
Do you understand when to use a question mark?
Use an exclamation mark when you want to add emphasis!

2 The comma - what it is and when to use it
Lots of people get confused about using the
comma. They can usually give you lots of
different examples and they are usually correct.
But here is one simple rule that covers all of these
examples:
Use a comma when it will make it easier for your
reader to understand what you are writing about.
In other words, use a comma when, if you didn’t
use one, your reader might get confused.
Is it really as simple as that?
Well, let’s test it out.
Task 3
Work out where commas are needed in these sentences:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Everyone brought flour milk eggs and sugar to class.
The Headteacher wants to see Archie Elliot Joe and Max.
Come here Philip.
My dog a black and white terrier is called Roxy.
Newton a small town in Kent is five miles from Canterbury.
“Sit down here” she said.
Jane said “I think it's going to rain.”
Miah one of the brightest girls in the class got 100% in the test.
If at first you don't succeed try try again.
I think I’ve learned to use full stops question marks exclamation
marks and commas correctly.

Task 4

Now, go back over the answers to Task 3 and discuss why the commas were needed to
help the reader understand what is being said in each sentence.
Task 5

Look back at 6 and 7.
Can you explain how commas are used in Direct or Reported Speech?

3 Direct Speech

(year 3, 4, 5 and 6)

We use Direct Speech when we are reporting exactly what someone said.
Here are examples.
1
2
3.
4.
5.

“You're just a little pest,” grumbled my father.
“Would you like more tea?” asked Granny Smith.
“Off with her head!” shouted the Red Queen.
The guest complained, “I asked for a boiled egg not a fried egg.”
Ashley smiled, “I really do understand this now.”

You can see how we use a comma to separate the two parts of the sentence.
A question mark or an exclamation mark can do the same job, but not a full stop
because a full stop would end the sentence.
Task 6
Put in the speech marks and any commas, exclamation marks or
question marks that are needed in these sentences.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10.

Don't do that he shouted.
Why not? I asked him.
Because I don't like it he replied.
Tough luck I laughed.
That's not an answer he screamed
I told him Don't shout like that.
He asked Why not?
I replied Because I don't like it.
He laughed Tough luck then.
We both laughed and said Enough. Let's go home.

Task 7 – Turning direct speech into indirect or reported speech.
Turn the sentences above from direct to indirect speech. Remember speech marks
are not needed in indirect/reported speech. The first two are done for you.
1
2

He shouted at me not to do that.
I asked him why I shouldn’t do it.

Using the apostrophe

(year 4, 5 and 6)

An apostrophe looks just like a comma,
but instead of being written on the line, it’s
written higher up. Some people call the
apostrophe the ‘upstairs comma’ which
isn’t a bad way to think about it. There are
two ways we use the apostrophe. Let’s start
with the one called the contraction – that’s
when we use it to show that two words
have been joined together. The apostrophe
shows where the missing letters are.
Contractions using apostrophes
Task 7
Read this with a partner and explain where an apostrophe is used in place of a missing letter or
letters.

My English is getting better. Before these lessons began, I didn’t know
how to use full stops correctly, and I wasn’t sure about capital letters. I’ve
been working with my partner and I’m more confident now. My teacher’s
patient with me and explains things carefully. I’d like to say thank you for
all the help I’m getting. I’d better stop now or I’ll be bursting into tears
with happiness!

Task 8
Read this with a partner and use an apostrophe to leave out a letter or letter where you can in some of
the words.

If you do not understand something, it is always best to ask for help. What
would you do if you broke a finger? You would go to the doctor. He would
treat the finger. He would give you good advice. If you did not listen to the
doctor, you would be very silly. It is the same in school. We are here to learn
things. So when we do not understand something, we should ask for help.
That makes sense, does it not?
Possessive apostrophes
We also use an apostrophe – an upstairs comma – to show that something belongs to
someone or to something. In other words, they possess it, so we call it the possessive
apostrophe. We have to be careful where we put the apostrophe as these examples
show:
Give me that boy’s book.
Give me those boys’ books.
I saw the girl’s brothers.
I saw the girls’ brothers.
There are the children’s parents.

How many boys?
How many boys?
How many girls?
How many girls?
Why is the apostrophe before the s?

Task 9
Put the apostrophe in the correct place in each sentence.
1) Here's that boys pencil.
2) That's my mothers best friend.
3) Both cars bumpers got dented.
4) Sallys jacket needs mending.
5) The birds wing is broken.
6) The childrens minibus has
arrived.
7) Why is Davids sister crying?
8) The mices tails were cut off.
9) Jamess answer is correct.
10) Who took the boys bicycles?

11) This books last page is missing.
12) The ladies room is over there.
Warning!
Lots of people who should know better stick in an apostrophe every
when they hear the letter s at the end of a word. That’s wrong!
You can see examples of this all over your local High Street. Please
help us stamp out Apostrophe Abuse!

PUNCTUATION 2 (year 5 and 6)
Here are some other ways we can punctuate our written
work to make it easier for our readers to understand.
1 The colon : can be used in a number of ways,
including
1.

before a list of words or phrases

2.

in the 24 hour clock

3.

to signal to the reader that something important is coming.

Task 1
Add colons where appropriate and explain why they are there.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Here are some of the places we visited Edinburgh, Glasgow and Inverness.
In the 24 hour clock 1pm is 1300 hours.
I have only one thing to ask what do we do now?
These teams reached the semi-finals Chelsea, West Ham, Fulham and
Liverpool.
5. The train leaves at 1500 hours, so please don’t be late.
6. He dropped on one knee and popped the question will you marry me?

7. These are the colours of the flag of France blue, white and red.
8. An 11-year-old boy sneaked on board the 1415 flight for Rome.
9. To be or not to be that is the question.
10. In front of him were the following mince pies, trifle, crackers and party
poppers.
Remember: do not put a comma before the word and.
2 The semi-colon ; links two statements that are connected in some
way. Here are some examples.
It was raining cats and dogs; everyone got soaked to the skin.
It was a dark night; the Moon hid behind the clouds.
Veeda studied very hard; she passed the test with flying
colours.






Things to note
the semi-colon separates two complete sentences;
the second sentence has a strong relation to the first sentence;
the semi-colon can be used in the place of a connective;
do not use a capital letter after a semi-colon unless it would have one
anyway; for example ‘I’ or a proper noun such as a name.

Task 2
Add semi-colons where appropriate and explain why they are there.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

We missed the last bus we had to walk all the way home.
Dogs are pack animals cats are solitary creatures.
Gabe has taken up the guitar I pity his poor neighbours.
A smile is the shortest distance between friends smile a lot.
Girls are from Venus boys are from Mars that’s a scientific fact.
Amber wore a white dress for the wedding Archie wore his kilt.
You said robbing the bank would be easy why are we in prison then?
I beg your pardon I didn’t promise you a rose garden.

9. Suzie stayed out in the sun too long she looks like a greasy chip.
10. I thought semi-colons were difficult they’re actually quite easy!
Warning!
Some students are so thrilled by semi-colons that they splatter them all over their
writing. Do not do this. Use only two or three in any piece of writing. If you use too
many, it just looks silly – and you’ll probably get them wrong.
3 The dash - Use a dash to a show a sudden break or shift in your train of
thought. Use the dash to show something has suddenly occurred to you. Here are
some examples:






Only an idiot would go into that lion’s cage – so in you go!
I think – no, I’m sure – I’m right.
Look at the time – we’d better get a move on.
WJS is one of the best schools in Newton – actually it’s the best.

Task 3
Complete these sentences by adding a remark after the dash.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sir says that haggis is good for you –
I kicked the wall with my big toe –
I’m not sure if this dress suits me –
Who’s going to take the penalty? –
If at first you don’t succeed –

4 The hyphen - looks exactly like a dash but we use it to join the parts
of compound words. A compound word is a word made up
two or more words. These examples make it easy to
understand.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Don’t swim in that fast-flowing river; that would be life-threatening.
The new baby has lovely forget-me-not blue eyes.
Susan is my sister-in-law and Andy is my brother-in-law.
Twenty-two and twenty-three add up to forty-five.
Mum’s a little over-weight and dad’s a little under-weight.

Task 4
Put in the hyphens where they are needed.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Don’t drive down there. It’s a one way street.
Going to Italy was a last minute decision.
I love treacle coated apples.
The BBC gives us up to the minute news.
Don’t listen to all that gossip and tittle tattle.

5 Brackets (round)
We use round brackets (also known as parentheses) in much the same way as we
use dashes. The information in brackets is slightly apart from the rest of the
sentence. They are useful when the writer (you) wants to make a little comment to
the reader. We can also use them to enclose a small piece of information explaining
what we are writing about. Here are some examples:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Many people (but not me) think dogs make better pets than cats.
Oliver Twist was written by Charles Dickens (1812-70)
WJS (Newton Junior School) is located near the library in Newton.
Freddy is absent again (tummy upset this time).
“You will succeed (98 and ¾ percent guaranteed),” said Dr. Seuss.

6 Ellipsis is … three dots in a row, and we can use them in three ways.
1. to create a feeling of suspense. And the winner is …
2. to show that a sentence has been left unfinished because it has simply trailed
off. Watch this space ...
3. to show that part of a quotation has been left out.
The teacher told us, “Collect your books, tidy your desks ... go home.”

Suggested websites:
• http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/ks2/english/spelling_gramma
r/

• http://resources.woodlandsjunior.kent.sch.uk/interactive/lite
racy2.htm

• http://www.topmarks.co.uk/interactive.aspx?cat=47

